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MI-WIC Nutrition Education and Breastfeeding Time Study (NEBFTS)  
 

WIC Coordinator Questions & Answers 
 

 
1.  Is it necessary for the Coordinator to activate the Time Study? 

 
A. No. The State completes the Time Study Setup screen in the Admin module 

which will allow users access to the Time Study Entry screen in the Clinic module 
beginning the first day of the time study. Coordinators may view the information 
on the setup screen to verify time study scheduled dates. 

 
2. Does every WIC employee have to participate in the Time Study? 
 

A. No. Employees who spend less than 5% of their time on qualifying activities 
(nutrition education and breastfeeding promotion and education) are not required 
to participate in the time study. For users not participating, they should be marked 
‘Exempt from Time Study’ on the Staff Information screen. 

 
3. When should I use the ‘Exempt from Time Study’ checkbox on the Staff 

Information screen, as opposed to the Exempt Day from Time Study checkbox on 
the Time Study Review screen? 

 
A. When it is known in advance that a staff member will not be participating in the 

entire time study (i.e., an individual who does not spend 5% or more of time on 
nutrition education or breastfeeding promotion/education), then check the 
‘Exempt from Time Study’ box on the Staff Information screen. This eliminates 
the need for the reviewer to exempt each day, one by one, on the Time Study 
Review screen.  The ‘Exempt Day from Time Study’ checkbox on the Time Study 
Review screen applies when employees participate in qualifying nutrition 
activities on one or more days during the time study, but not all days. There may 
be a number of scenarios where this is valid, including an employee who worked 
for another program, was out sick, or worked in WIC but did not complete any 
qualifying activities on that day.  

 
If you are unsure whether or not an employee will complete qualifying activities 
during the time study, it is suggested that you do NOT check ‘Exempt from Time 
Study’ on the Staff Information screen. That way, the employee will have the 
option to enter qualifying activities if they are completed, and if they aren’t 
completed, the reviewer still has the flexibility to exempt the user by day, on the 
review screen. 

 
4. Who in the local agency has permission to access the Staff Salaries data? 
 

A. Only the Coordinator has permission to modify or view the Staff Salaries screen. 
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5. When entering a user’s hourly rate on the Staff Salaries screen, should it be the 

regular rate, or a calculation of the regular rate plus fringe benefits? 
 

A. The MI-WIC hourly rate shall reflect the wage paid per hour, without any fringe 
benefits included. 

 
6. How should FTE data be entered for staff?  

 
A. The FTE entered is the employee’s WIC- funded FTE.  

 
Scenario 1: Employee works full-time for the Health Department, but for two 
different programs (60% of her time or 3 days/week is funded by Immunizations, and 
40% of her time or 2 days/week is funded by WIC). Enter FTE of .4  
Scenario 2: Employee works 40 hours a week in WIC, but is partly funded by 
Medicaid Outreach (75% WIC funded, 25 % Medicaid Outreach funded). Enter FTE 
of .75 
Scenario 3: Employee works part-time for WIC 20 hours/week. Enter FTE of .5  

 
7. Is the FTE based on 2080 hours in a year? 

 
A. Yes (40 hours/week or 2080 hours/year). 

 
8. What FTE should be entered for a casual or contingency staff member?  
 

A. Determine the best estimate of the number of days the staff member will be used 
and funded by WIC the week of the time study. Calculate FTE based on this 
estimate, or use actual time worked (the FTE may be entered after the active time 
study dates, but before the time study is submitted as Complete). 

 
Example: 8 hours worked divided by 40 hours/workweek = .2 FTE. 
 

9. How do we capture the activity time provided by in-kind providers, such as MSUE 
staff, who are not paid by WIC?  

 
A. Inclusion of time by in-kind providers requires authorization from MDCH. Please 

contact a state WIC consultant to submit this request if applicable. 
 
10. How will I know if staff are entering activity data in the correct row on the Time 

Study Entry screen? 
 
A. It is recommended that staff use The Nutrition Education and Breastfeeding Time 

Study MI-WIC Activity Descriptions reference document to assist in accurate 
coding of time study data. Through staff observation and communication, the 
accuracy of data entry can be maximized. The reviewer’s emphasis should be 
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placed on whether or not a qualifying activity was captured, as opposed to 
whether or not it was entered in the correct qualifying activity category. 

 
 

Example: A staff dietitian participated in an ADA teleseminar on food safety. During 
the seminar, she took notes regarding changes she would like to make to the 
Education Mall lesson plan on infant feeding. She asks you if the time spent on the 
teleseminar is considered Prepare NE Materials or Training for NE.   
You provide an answer based on your best judgment of the scenario specific to your 
agency/staff member. You realize that since you receive credit for all qualifying NE 
activities, it’s less important to focus on the category of NE, and most important that 
you are accounting for the NE time. 

 
11. The system requires the sum of any column with time study activity data recorded to 

equal 60. What if the staff did not perform a qualifying activity for the entire 60 
minutes that hour? 
 
A. Record the non-qualifying activity time under Others, to total 60. 

 
12. Why is this necessary? Do we have to record all of our non-qualifying activity time 

as Others? Is there also a system validation for 8 hours or 480 minutes a day? 
 
A. The system validation requiring 60 minutes to be recorded per hourly column is 

intended to assist with data accuracy by reducing potential user errors. For 
example, it would not be possible for a user to enter 30 minutes of a NE Session 
and 40 minutes of a BF Session within an hour, as 70 minutes of a qualifying 
activity cannot be recorded in a single hour. The validation allows the user 
inputting the data to correct his/her mistake, thereby minimizing the need for 
corrections by the reviewer.  
Unlike other time study formats, it not necessary in MI-WIC to account for all 
WIC activity or time worked, and there is no system validation requiring 8 hours 
of time to be entered daily. Activity data entered shall be limited to qualifying NE 
and BF activities, except where Others activity is required within a column to 
total 60. 

 
13. Qualifying activities include time spent traveling for Nutrition Ed and BF 

Promotion and Ed. Should WIC- paid travel time be included for staff traveling 
between clinics for the purpose of providing general WIC clinic services (consisting 
of qualifying and non-qualifying activities)? 

 
A. In cases where it is not easy to classify qualifying activities or activity time, a 

judgment on behalf of the Coordinator is necessary. State consultants are 
available for consultation in this area as/if needed. If the judgment supports 
inclusion, conservative estimations of time for which reasonable explanations can 
be offered to potential auditors should be captured.  
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For example, in this scenario, it would be justifiable for a Coordinator to instruct a 
CPA who averages 30% of her time on qualifying nutrition ed activities, to enter 
30% of her time spent commuting between clinics under the time study activity 
category ‘travel for NE.’ 

 
 
14. I have a lactation consultant who was marked as ‘100% BF’ on the Staff 

Information screen. Why can’t she access the Time Study?  
 

A. For a user marked either 100% BF or 100% NE, the system does not require (nor 
allow) the input of activity data on the Time Study Entry screen. The system 
automatically includes the time this user spends on breastfeeding, using a 
calculation from her FTE information as entered on the Staff Salaries screen. 
Therefore, it is important to remember to enter Staff Salaries data for users who 
meet the classification of 100% NE or 100% BF. The only staff for whom Staff 
Salaries are not necessary are those marked ‘Exempt from the Time Study.’ 

 
15. Where is the Message Board located and how will it be used during the Time 

Study? 
 

A. On the Staff Information screen in the ‘Job Description’ grid, all WIC 
Coordinators should have the title of ‘Coordinator’ assigned for his/her respective 
agency. If this isn’t assigned, the Coordinator may enter it at any time. The 
assignment of this title allows the Coordinator to receive any system messages 
addressed to that title. For the time study, this includes a reminder message of the 
impending time study one week before the time study start date, and daily 
messages regarding employees who have not marked their time studies complete 
from the previous day.  

 
You may access the Message Board by selecting the envelope icon in the Clinic 
module Tool Bar (note that it is turns red when there is an unread message 
awaiting review). When the reviewer clicks on the red Complete button on the 
review screen to mark the entire time study complete, the State receives a 
message that your time study is complete. This eliminates the need for you to 
contact us or send us any paperwork when you are finished with the Time Study. 

 
16. How long do we have to complete the time study?  

 
A. The time study is active for 5 days (as noted per your WIC Notice and the dates 

on the Time Study Setup screen). Clinic module users may enter data on the Time 
Study Entry screen at any time during the active time study period. Admin 
module users may add/modify data on the Time Study Review screen, and mark 
the Time Study complete for up to 7 days following the last day of the active 
Time Study period. Refer to your ‘due date for completion’ on the WIC Notice. 

 
 


